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Abstract: In competitive environments, such as batch manufacturing, Lean and Six Sigma offer
the proper tools as a paramount advantage to the companies who choose to adopt their principles.
With the main purpose of decreasing the failure rate of continuous improvement projects due to
high abandon levels across the globe, a Lean Six Sigma algorithm has been generated, tested and
validated in the pharmaceutical industry. The present paper will reveal the core implementation steps
regarding the suggested algorithm, the critical tools used and results obtained through implementing
the proposed roadmap.
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1. Introduction

Continuous improvement culture may be referred to as the pillar for enhanced results and superior
work ethics over time. Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma reveal the proper tools to be used for starting
and sustaining a continuous improvement culture across an organization. While the Lean Six Sigma
tools are already available, a detailed roadmap for applying the most result-oriented ones in batch
manufacturing areas is missing, according to our knowledge [1,2]. An algorithm for implementing the
Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma tools in a batch manufacturing environment has been suggested in
a separate paper.

The generated algorithm was tested and validated in the pharmaceutical industry at the bottle
packaging line of suspensions, a secondary packaging area. The purpose of the current paper is to
reveal the methodology used for the implementation and results obtained through the algorithm.
With validation taking place in the pharmaceutical industry, the main scope of the algorithm is to
decrease the failure rate of continuous improvement projects in several batch manufacturing industries
by offering a clear roadmap to solve universally faced issues in these fields. Having an algorithm
to follow, the missing dedicated time for projects, the lack of next steps to adhere to and continuous
roadblocks will affect a continuous improvement project until failure.

2. Theoretical Background

Lean Manufacturing (LM) and Six Sigma (SS) are continuous improvement methods that seek
process improvement in a structured manner, using specific tools to obtain results [3,4]. Many of the
continuous improvement projects using Lean Six Sigma tools fail due to a lack of a clear roadmap to
apply their tools [1,2]. Process standardization and waste (Muda) removal from the process in order to
enhance work efficiency are the main focus areas of Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma [5,6]. Both LM
and SS pursue the same scope, the tools and methodologies for achieving the results being specific for
each of them, with a few exceptions such as Pareto charts, Control Charts, and 5Why [6]. Having the
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same scope of enhancing the status quo of processes through using different tools, the two methods
present a potent synergism when combined [7–12].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. A Helicopter View

For the continuous improvement project and validation of its results, the proposed algorithm
was implemented in the pharmaceutical industry in the secondary packaging area of suspensions.
For obtaining the overall results of the project, the algorithm presented in a separate paper was entirely
followed, relying on the DMAIC (Define Measure Analyze Improve Control) structure and following
the suggested tools and techniques. Only the highlights of the key project parts are emphasized in the
present paper.

3.1.1. Process Mapping and Value-Added Activities

Following the Define phase, where the SMART (Specific Measurable Achievable Realistic
Time-Bound) project scope, objectives and benefits are set, the Analyze phase should include, in a
compulsory manner, the process of mapping and defining the value-added activities, as represented in
Figure 1. By being able to establish the process map, the likely constraints will arise and guide the root
cause investigation in the proper direction [13–18]. Process mapping is not as accurate or detailed as
Value Stream Mapping; nonetheless, it represents a key and straightforward step to identifying the quick
wins. Relying on the process map, the value-added activities were effortlessly identifiable, and we
could establish the steps that were not adding value to the process and could be tagged or treated as
Muda [19].
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3.1.2. Changeover Standardization

In a batch manufacturing setup, the changeovers absorb a significant part of the planned production
time. Any improvement of the changeover times will directly translate into additional uptime for
the production asset. In the Analyze and Improvement phases, the changeover types had to be clearly
identified and separated for a leaner standardization and improvement process. The establishment
of a changeover ramp, such as the one represented in Figure 2, supported the proper understanding
of the process. By thoroughly understanding the overall process and its key aspects in the Analyze
phase, a detailed task list with target times for each process step (or category) could be defined in the
improvement phase, as exemplified in Figure 2. For assuring an optimal acceptance from the directly
productive personnel, quickly understandable visual representations were used, which incorporate
figures, schemes and target times in a colorful and approachable manner. Any scheme, graph or work
instruction should include color-coding in order to enhance the approachability for operators and
supervisors, leading to increased openness in adhering to a newly established workflow.
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the shop floor, raised the awareness among operators and shift supervisors, color coded each shift’s 
status and output, increased productive competition between teams and highlighted key issues faced 
in every shift. For each molecule (A or B) a target OAE was established, which determined the color 
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C/O (Changeover).

3.1.3. Visual Control

In the Improvement phase of the project, under the umbrella of Visual Management, a dispatch list
was generated, see Figure 3, which reflected the production plan for the entire week. The list was
displayed weekly in the production area and contained, for each batch, the critical information to
be identified: target and actual run and changeover times, upcoming changeover types and issues
faced for each batch. The list leveraged the responsibility among operators, traced the manufacturing
issues per batch, and displayed the production status on a shift basis. The target values were set by
the planner or project responsible and the actual values, shift issues and signatures were filled in
by operators.
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The OAE (Overall Asset Effectiveness) tracking sheet, represented in Figure 4 and displayed on
the shop floor, raised the awareness among operators and shift supervisors, color coded each shift’s
status and output, increased productive competition between teams and highlighted key issues faced in
every shift. For each molecule (A or B) a target OAE was established, which determined the color code
(red or green) for the manual input of the operators. For a visual process control purpose, every team
of operators manually calculated the OAE value on the shop floor tracking sheet. The weekly and
daily averages were discussed at shift handover to identify possible corrective actions.
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3.1.4. Externalization Process

The SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Dies) technique enforces the use of externalization to
execute parallel process steps whenever possible, preferably while the machine is still running to
reduce processing time [20–24]. After determining, in a written form, the detailed process steps and
assigning standard execution times to each of them, the non-value-added steps have to be identified,
marked and removed, in addition to externalizing the non-critical ones. We managed to identify five
steps that could be externalized and one that has been removed. As seen in Figure 5, preparing the
packaging material near the manufacturing room for the next batch while the current batch is still
running is one example of applied step externalization contributing to the overall SMED process.
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3.1.5. 5S Basics

Basic 5S concepts rely on creating an ergonomic and clean workplace as steps toward
standardization and decreasing changeover times. Shadow boards are a common practice to create a
clean and organized workplace and improve setup times and tooling stock adherence. In Figure 6,
we exemplified some of the practices implemented at the suspension packaging line, where the
tooling locker (left) and standard toolbox (right) have been transformed with the use of shadow
board principles.
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3.1.6. The Power of Brainstorming

Brainstorming sessions were used to generate improvement ideas for the current process.
Having material flow issues in the machine feeding system, which cause several small stoppages
during the process for one type of the packaging materials, one improvement idea suggested installing
a vibrating system on the feeder to mitigate the negative outcome of the packaging material quality
(as the supplier could not be changed). A vibrating system was identified in stock and adapted by
the technical department to fit the suggested purpose. The 2-sample T-test outcome represented
in Figure 7 confirms the process improvement by increased output and average machine running
speed (+3 packs/min, +15%) with a p-value of 0.002. Additionally, to improve packaging material
flow in the feeding system, an increased number of individual boxes could be loaded in the stacker
(almost double), decreasing the operator workload.
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3.1.7. Removing the Muda

By removing a non-value adding component (Muda) previously aligned with the customers
from the individual box of product A, which was causing false-positive rejects in the individual
box-weighing step, we obtained a 37% packaging time/batch improvement. By cutting the Muda,
additional reprocessing steps were removed and the process debottlenecked. The average run time/batch
improved by 1.49 h, see Figure 8. In order to validate the results, we used a 2-sample T-test and
compared the before and after performances. The p-value of 0.001 confirms the process improvement.
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4. Results

All the results presented below have been obtained by following the algorithm. A 9% difference in
OAE value, from 25% to 34%, comparing the pre- and post-performances of the process, were considered
a significant difference for validating the algorithm. We will focus below on the OAE components that
were improved by using the Lean Six Sigma algorithm.

The implementation of SMED and 5S techniques, involving the steps of externalization and shadow
board usage, according to the suggested algorithm, managed to decrease all in-scope changeover times.
In Figure 9, we represent one type of medium changeover that was decreased by 25%, along with the
overall standardization of the process.
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Figure 9. Medium changeover time improvement. Legend: I-MR (Individual-Moving Range),
Pp (Process performance), Ppk (Process performance value), Z. Bench (Benchmark value),
PPM (Parts Per Million), DPMO (Deffects Per Million Opportunities), LSL (Lower Specification
Limit), USL (Upper Specification Limit).

Weekly unscheduled stoppages also decreased from 33.6 h to 20.6 h. By decreasing the unscheduled
elements in a certain timeframe, additional volume may be absorbed. Process standardization and
awareness increase could be seen in the unscheduled breakdown results, represented in Figure 10, on a
weekly basis.
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The manufactured output for the involved packaging line increased by a weekly average of 13%,
or 10.525 packs, see Figure 11, compared with the initial baseline. The output is the overall result of
affecting the previous OAE components, such as changeovers and unscheduled stoppages.
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The results obtained and detailed in the above graphical representations by applying the suggested
algorithm are summarized in Table 1 for an optimal overview of the Lean Six Sigma implementation
influence regarding the packaging process. In order to be able to influence the final CTQ (Critical to
Quality), that is, the OAE, we targeted the KPI (Key Performance Indicator) components and
implemented the optimal tools in a strategic manner for reaching the best results in the shortest
amount of time possible.

Table 1. LSS (Lean Six Sigma) algorithm implementation results.

Key Performance Indicator Baseline Target Result

OAE 25% 35% 34% (↑ 9%)
Weekly output 79.968 packs - 90.493 (↑ 10.525 packs)

Minor changeover 86 min - 66 min. (↓ 20 min)
Medium changeover type 1 171 min - 128 min. (↓ 43 min)
Medium changeover type 2 240 min - 147 min. (↓ 93 min)
Medium changeover type 3 257 min - 198 min. (↓ 59 min)

Weekly unscheduled stoppages 33.6 h - 20.6 h (↓ 13 h)
Average run speed 18.3 packs/min - 19.9 (↑ 1.6 packs/min)

Savings - X$ (dollar)/year * Y$ (dollar)/year *

* The financial savings figures are non-disclosable.
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5. Discussion

Having the framework structured on a DMAIC principle and following the Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control project phases, each of the above actions were implemented in a batch
manufacturing area. The periodic Gemba walks, SMED technique implementation, along with the
tools and approaches detailed in the paper, are key aspects for the success of the project. We addressed
this universal issue by generating, testing and validating through results an algorithm that improves
the manufacturing processes in a controlled manner. The algorithm was applied, tested and validated
in the manufacturing area of a pharmaceutical company; nevertheless, it was conceived to enhance
improvement project results in multiple batch manufacturing environments. By improving the complex
OAE KPI and its components, such as unscheduled stoppages, run time, changeovers and production
output, we consider the algorithm to be successful in decreasing the failure rate of continuous
improvement projects. By guiding the implementation methodology of the generated algorithm,
and using specific tools and techniques, we have dispatched a validated pathway for a general issue
that has been unaddressed, until today, in such detail, according to our knowledge.
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